


WARING

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE PROCEEDING
The user must read and follow the manufacturer’s instructions for each 
component of the system. These instructions must be provided to the user of 
this equipment. The user must understand these instructions before using this 
equipment. Manufacturer’s instructions must be followed for the proper use 
and maintenance of this equipment.

Always follow the basic precautions listed below, wear gloves to 
prevent injury. These precautions include, but are not limited to, 
the following:

.• Make sure that the surface this bracket is being mounted on has the 
  strength to handle the weight of both solar panels and this bracket.

• Use bolts and nuts as well as washers for installation and tighten them 
  firmly so that solar panels are secure .

• Always loosen the corresponding screw before adjusting the angle or 
  direction of solar panels. Never force this adjustment with the screw still 
  tightened.

• Some fittings may deteriorate over extended periods of time due to wear 
  and/or corrosion. For optimum safety, the installation should be checked 
  thoroughly at regular intervals.

* Illustrations herein are for explanatory purposes only, and may not match 
  actual appearance during operation.

* Specifications and descriptions in this owner’s manual are for information 
  purposes only. ECO-WORTHY reserves the right to change or modify 
  products or specifications at any time without prior notice. 



List of accessories



Installation steps

Ⅰ:Use P(expansion bolt*4)to fix A（base）
on the ground.

Ⅱ:Use R(latch*1)to fix B(cross Bar 1) on the 
top of the A(base pole).
Ⅲ：Use M（screws*2）and K（screws*2）
to install F(push rod base) to B(cross 
bar1)correspondingly.Then install E(short 
push rod)
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Ⅳ：Using C（link bar）to Connect B(cross 
bar2）to B（cross bar 1）
Ⅴ：Install D(push rod brackets）to B（cross 
bar 1）by using N（screws*2）

Ⅵ:Install G（solar brackets）to B（cross 
bar2）by using L（screws*4）.
Then install F(push rod base*1)by using 
K(screws*2)and install E(long push rod)

Ⅶ:Use Q(screws*12)to install H(solar brackets extension bar）to G(solar brackets).
PS:The 2 holes in the middle is for calibrating the solar tracker,not for installing.
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F:1PC

Ⅷ:Use K(screws*2)to install F(push rod 
base)at the bottom of G(solar 
brackets).Completing the connecting of 
F(push rod base)and F(long push rod).

Ⅷ:Install S(solar tracker) to the middle holes of 
G(solar brackets).Use O(screws*4)to install 
T(push rod controller)to the side of A(base) 
and complete the wiring connection.

Ⅸ：Use J(edge block）and I(edge block)to install the solar panel to H(solar panel 
extension bar).
PS:Length of installing bar is 1450mm,suitable for 80W-200W solar panel.
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